
 

 

Southwestern Crown Collaborative 

Swan Lake Ranger District, Bigfork 

August 13, 2013 

12:00-3:30 

 

Marnie Criley, Sandy Mack, Gary Burnett, Melanie Parker, Rich Kehr, Chip Weber, Bill Avey, 

Amber Kamps, Jim Innes, Debbie Austin, Cory Davis, Megan Birzell, Mitch Doherty, Anne Dahl, 

Jon Haufler 

 

1) Brief Updates  

• Co-chair term expiration  

a. Action Item: Call out for nominations in email. Vote at next meeting. 

• Cory will be the SWCC Technical Representative for landscape planning  

• Topics for social survey 

a. Joe Kerkvliet and Alex Metcalf 

b. BBER will help develop questions and methods 

c. Don’t just ask community members but also interested parties 

d. Find out peoples level of knowledge 

e. 40% on efficacy.  

f. 1 or 2 other CFLR projects have done surveys 

g. Do it spring 2014 and again at end of effort 

h. Use this as way to engage community members 

i. Send to OMB soon 

j. Action Item: Comments to Cory by end of next week 

• Other Updates 

a. Confirm with Faye about attending September meeting  

b. Invite Jim Durglow from Confederated Salish Kootenai Tribe to next meeting - Tim 

c. Sandy sent out success stories to 10th World Wilderness Conference: they are using the 

Lincoln trail work story. 

d. Colt Summit- comment period ended. Forest Service responding to comments.  

e. Glacier Loon – Advertise stewardship projects. Preparing litigation report. 454 litigation 

points. Andy Reed detailed in as Planning Team Leader. Joleen now Recreation Forester. 

f. Clearwater Resource Council has new ED. Brenda Hall. Lawyer from Helena. Should 

meet with her soon about SWCC. 

g. Lincoln Travel Planning – Draft ROD in January.  Amendment to FP. Stonewall after that. 

h. Cold Jim - draft EA in early September. Condon Mtn salvage after that 

i. Beaver Creek public meeting mid to late September. 

2) Partner and coordinator capacity and relationship among other groups (45 min) 

a. Maximizing efficiencies and clarifying roles in relationship among SWCC, MFRC, and 

local restoration committees 



 

 

i. Need to send info to John Crockett 

ii. Schematic to add to 1 page narrative – Marnie and Sandy to work on this 

iii. Public input via NEPA needs to be included 

iv. How can we maximize efficiencies? 

v. Trust is part of that – representing others interests 

vi. Why here, why now? Why are we investing where we are investing? 

vii. What is different now that we have CFLR 

viii. Action Item: Small group to work on maximizing efficiencies: Debbie, Marnie, 

Cory, MFRC person, local person. Engage NFF to assist with this effort. 

 

b. SWCC Coordinator role and funding options (Outcome: Direction to ExComm) 

i. Funding for Marnie to coordinate from TWS ends September 15 

ii. TWS no longer funded to work on this 

iii. Could Cory and Sandy fill in this role? 

iv. What does coordinator role look like?  

v. Add some of this work to role of Co-chairs? 

vi. Importance of non-federal coordinator 

vii. Using participating agreements for other work to help fund coordination 

viii. Look at Region 6 – NFF effort  

ix. We need to plan for post CFLR world 

x. Action Item: Small group/NFF discussion 

 

3) Follow-up discussion on WO visit (30 min) 

 

a. Overall thoughts and concerns expressed by the WO 

i. Relationship among SWCC and local restoration committees (addressed in #2) 

ii. Regional Priorities for Funding Planning 

iii. Tracking Feasibility of Biomass 

1. Interest in new equipment/processes to help sustain our work. Haven’t 

gotten traction yet. 

2. Cool Planet and NARA are possibilities. 

3. Do we push this as a collaborative? Look for opportunities? 

4. Incentives: air quality, cost 

5. WO folks realized that biomass isn’t there just yet economically 

6. Action Item: Rich check in with Angela (National Biomass Coordinator) 

a. SWCC behind this effort 

7. Forest Service is basically giving away biomass right now. 

8. How can we sell ourselves to companies to test equipment? 

9. Invite biomass companies to field tour? 

10. Action Item: Check in with Mo and Roundtable 

11. Looking for community based processing. Many processes are scalable.  



 

 

12. Use of Stewardship Contracting. Not just value removed from but also 

value added to National Forests. Indexed to fluctuations in market. 

Industry doesn’t want to take risk.  

iv. Research vs. Monitoring 

1. WO seemed to focus on research v. monitoring piece, not on adaptive 

management.  

2. Draft Monitoring paper. Cory needs to run by Monitoring committee 

before we send it to John Crockett. 

3. Miles Hemstrom can play a role in this conversation. 

 

Gordy Sanders joined us briefly to share his reflections on the WO visit: Next time we should put 

together a Briefing Handbook that is short, sweet and readable. Need to be clear about research 

v. monitoring. Need to provide long list of research efforts. If just 2-3 you may get monitoring 

zeroed out. Take funding from UM and move it to Blackfoot Challenge or other entity. Funding 

going directly to UM makes it look  like research. 

 

v. Attracting matching funds 

1. Biomass? 

vi. Cohesive landscape approach (to be addressed in #4 below) 

b. WO requests for follow-up info 

i. Sandy pulling this together 

4) Cohesive landscape approach (75 min) 

a. Continuation of conversation started back in October. Flesh out concept. Truth the 

information internally first. It is economically feasible. 

b. What would team look like, cost, timeline – take it to Board of Directors mtg. in 

September. 

c. What does Conservation Biology Strategy look like? What did the landscape look like, 

what does it look like now, what is the future with climate change and other factors? 

d. Utilize work of prioritization committee and EMRI’s effort. 

e. What were the ecosystems across landscape, how do we restore or maintain this 

diversity, what do we provide in the future? 

f. Scientifically vetted and defensible 

g. Will protect species better than single species management. FWS engage early. 

h. We are working in the landscape because we value the wildlife. 

i. WUI and climate change constrain us, single species management constrains us. 

j. Moving into mixed severity forests presents challenges 

k. Assessment doesn’t necessarily lead to big EIS. Assessment will get us to Purpose & 

Need. 

l. Whitebark pine, large larch, white pine 

m. Timeline for decision and analysis 

i. 6-8 months for assessment. Publishable.  



 

 

ii. Makes sense with or without SWCC. Flathead and Helena Forest Plan Revision 

could benefit from this approach. Chip is going ahead with this. 

iii. Landscape EIS – makes sense economically. Single P&N cohesive strategy. 

Instead of bunch of smaller planning efforts, one big one. Go to Region to see if 

there is $ to do this. Region says yes or no. Up front money could be an issue. 

Cost benefit analysis. Some internal issues – team to do it. 

1. Long timeline to complete the EIS. Might have 1 year to implement. 

2. Litigation 

3. May sacrifice some money to put to ground, may not meet some CFLRP 

targets in short term. 

4. Larger size doesn’t necessarily mean more complex 

5. Where we are, where we need to be 

iv. This is terrestrial strategy. Need to add in aquatic (GRAIP), economic, and social 

v. Get Travis and others in science community to give input on strategy.  

vi. Send this out to SWCC asking for input and support to move forward.  

vii. SWCC is supportive of the concept, need specifics of strategy 

viii. Cory as technical representative 

 

n. Discussion of draft vision – review, modify, next steps 

i. How will it be rolled out? 

ii. Who is part of analysis team? 

1. Jon, Cory, Travis 

 

Short ExComm session to discuss Vegetation Monitoring.  

Decision made to have Marnie pull together and facilitate a meeting with Cory, Debbie, Cara, Andrew 

and Jim to discuss Vegetation Monitoring effort. 

 

Next meeting:  

1) Review Jill’s recommendations for outreach 

2) Plan for post-CFLR world – Faye Krueger 

3) Biomass update each meeting 

4) Report back on strategy at September meeting. Vote on strategy then.  

5) Faye Krueger and Jim Durglow at September 10 meeting – Missoula 

6) 1-5 then out for dinner/drinks 

7) Call for Co-chair nominations. Vote next meeting. 

 


